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Abstract

Recently, public safety services have attracted significant attention for their abil-

ity to protect people from crimes. Rapid detection of dangerous situations (that

is, abnormal situations where someone may be harmed or killed) is required in

public safety services to reduce the time required to respond to such situations.

This study proposes a novel danger detection technology based on multimodal

data, which includes data from multiple sensors (for example, accelerometer,

gyroscope, heart rate, air pressure, and global positioning system sensors), and

multilog data, which includes contextual logs of humans and places (for exam-

ple, contextual logs of human activities and crime-ridden districts) over time. To

recognize human activity (for example, walk, sit, and punch), the proposed

technology uses multimodal data analysis with an attitude heading reference

system and long short-term memory. The proposed technology also includes

multilog data analysis for detecting whether recognized activities of humans are

dangerous. The proposed danger detection technology will benefit public safety

services by improving danger detection capabilities.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Recently, public safety services based on information and
communication technologies have attracted significant
attention around the globe [1]. The New York Police
Department’s domain awareness system, which uses
3000 closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras and a
police information database, provides crime-monitoring
capabilities [2]. The Los Angeles Police Department’s pre-
dictive policing (PredPol) system predicts crimes based
on past incident records of crimes and place-log data
from crime-ridden areas [3]. China’s Hikvision system
detects vehicle license plates, criminal faces, and violent

actions based on the deep learning analysis of images
from CCTV cameras [4]. South Korea’s geographical pro-
filing system (GeoPros) provides place-log data from
crime-ridden areas and past crime occurrence statuses to
calculate crime-risk indexes and predict crimes [5].

These current public safety services have enabled the
detection of potentially dangerous situations. Dangerous
situations are unusual situations where someone could
be harmed or killed. It is usual for someone to lie down
in a house or throw punches in a boxing gym. However,
if someone lies down on a street or throws in a
crime-ridden area, that person may be harmed or killed,
and the situation can be determined to be dangerous.
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Exemplary labels of dangerous situations can be “Lying
Down on a Street” and “Punch in a Crime-Ridden Area.”
Current public safety services detect dangerous situations
based on CCTV monitoring. However, dangerous situa-
tions in the blind spots of CCTV cameras must be
detected.

Many researchers have studied human activity recog-
nition technologies based on the analysis of accelerometer
and gyroscope data. The advantage of such technologies
is that they enable the detection of dangerous situations
in the blind spots of CCTV cameras. Some researchers
have used smartphones to collect accelerometer and gyro-
scope data from walking activities (for example, walking
plain, walking upstairs, and walking downstairs) and
static activities (for example, sitting, standing, and laying)
and then classified the activities using deep learning
methods such as long short-term memory (LSTM) [6].
The authors of previous studies [7–9] proposed technolo-
gies for detecting falling activities using machine learning
methods such as support vector machines, recurrent neu-
ral networks, and LSTM based on accelerometer or
gyroscope data from smartphones or smartwatches. Tech-
nologies for detecting violent activities (for example,
punching) were proposed in previous research [10,11],
based on the analysis of acceleration magnitudes
from smartwatch accelerometers and gyroscopes. One
researcher gathered accelerometer and gyroscope data
from boxing punches (for example, left jab, right cross,
left hook, and right hook) using wearable sensors and
then used LSTM to classify the boxing punches [12].
These technologies with the LSTM achieve approximately
90% accuracy for detecting human activities.

However, previous studies on human activity recogni-
tion have limitations in detecting all dangerous situa-
tions. Previous studies had a restriction that required a
smartphone or smartwatch to be in a fixed position to
detect human activities. To detect human activities, the
researchers of a previous study [6] gathered accelerome-
ter and gyroscope data by fixing a smartphone to a test
subject’s waist. However, recognizing activities using
machine learning based on accelerometer and gyroscope
data are difficult when a smartphone is held in the hand
[6]. Additionally, previous studies have a problem
detecting abnormal dangerous situations. Previous stud-
ies [6–12] using the accelerometer and gyroscope data
have difficulty detecting whether a recognized activity is
dangerous. For example, the accelerometer and gyro-
scope data gathered by a falling individual’s smartphone
are similar to those gathered from a smartphone dropped
down to the ground. Previous methods cannot distin-
guish between the activities of falling and dropping.
Previous studies have also used restricted data (for exam-
ple, accelerometer and gyroscope data) and installation

conditions (for example, fixing a smartphone to the
waist). Their methods are insufficient for detecting poten-
tially dangerous situations.

This study proposes a novel danger detection technol-
ogy based on analysis of multimodal data from multiple
sensors on a smartphone and smartwatch, as well as
multilog data contextual logs of humans and places over
time. Multimodal data analysis (MMDA) can improve
performance in detecting human activities using LSTM,
attitude heading reference system (AHRS), and sensor
data calculations. Multilog data analysis (MLDA) helps to
detect dangerous situations that are abnormal by analyz-
ing contextual states of humans, objects, and places.

The proposed MMDA improves activity recognition
accuracy by combining LSTM with an AHRS and incor-
porating many types of multimodal data, such as heart
rate, air pressure, and global positioning system (GPS)
data. These multimodal data are gathered using a
smartphone or smartwatch, which most people possess.
Thus, danger detection based on these multimodal data
can be useful. The AHRS is used to calculate absolute ori-
entations for smartphones and smartwatches based on
the accelerometer and gyroscope data [13]. The derived
absolute orientation data help alleviate restricted installa-
tion conditions to gather training data for LSTM. Air
pressure data can be used to calculate heights [14], and
GPS data can be used to calculate locations. Abnormal
heart rate data can represent the physical and mental
stresses [15]. Danger detection can be improved through
the cross-analysis of multimodal data. For example, if a
falling activity is detected using LSTM and the AHRS
based on the accelerometer and gyroscope data, heart
rate variability can be used to determine whether the true
corresponding activity is falling or dropping. However,
heart rate variability cannot be used to determine
whether a punching activity is an exercise or a violent
action. Violent action indicates types of abnormal situa-
tion that is not an ordinary situation. To detect an abnor-
mal situation, analysis of contextual states of humans,
objects, and places is required.

The proposed MLDA in this study facilitates multilog
analysis for improving the detection of dangerous situa-
tions. In Park and others [16], we proposed the multilog
data that indicate the contextual states of humans,
objects, and places. The MLDA analyzes human-log and
place-log data, which are contextual logs of humans and
places, respectively. Human-log data consist of multiple
human sequential activities that are recognized using
multimodal data. Place-log data include information on
the types of places (for example, boxing gym or crime-rid-
den area), Crime records, and crime-risk indexes of
places. Danger detection technology involves the sequen-
tial analysis of human activities and comparative analysis
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of the activities of multiple humans simultaneously when
analyzing human-log data. As an example of sequential
analysis of human activities, if someone punches and
then falls and lies, multilog analysis can detect dangerous
situations. As an example of comparative analysis of mul-
tiple human activities, if punches from two people in
close proximity are detected simultaneously, then
multilog analysis can detect violent activities between
those people. The analysis of place-log data can improve
the accuracy of detecting dangerous situations. As an
example of place-log analysis (PLA), if punches from two
individuals are detected and the place-log data indicate
that they are inside a boxing gym, the punches can be
detected as an exercise.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the overall architecture of the proposed
danger detection technology based on multimodal and
multilog data. Section 3 explains the proposed methodol-
ogy for MMDA. MMDA is used to recognize activities
using the AHRS, LSTM, and mathematical calculations
on multimodal data. Section 3 also demonstrates perfor-
mance improvements based on the use of the AHRS and
LSTM. Section 4 presents our methodology for MLDA.
MLDA is used to detect dangerous situations by cross-
analyzing detected human activities, human-log data,
and place-log data. Section 4 also demonstrates how dan-
ger detection technology based on MLDA can be
implemented. Section 5 contains our concluding remarks.

2 | OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
FOR DANGER DETECTION BASED
ON MULTIMODAL AND MULTILOG
DATA

The danger detection method proposed in this study
analyzes multimodal data (for example, accelerometer,
gyroscope, air pressure, GPS, and heart rate data) and
multilog data (for example, human-log and place-log
data). MMDA is performed to recognize human activities
by learning and calculating multimodal data patterns.
MLDA is used to detect dangerous situations by per-
forming a comparative analysis to recognized human
activities, human-log data, and place-log data.

The danger detection method can gather multimodal
and multilog data from people who agree to have their
data collected to provide public safety services. The
current safe-return-home service also gathers GPS data
from smartphones whose owners consent to the GPS data
collection and provide safe routes to return home safely.
If the danger detection method uses security technologies
to secure private multimodal and multilog data, the dan-
ger detection method can be used in practice.

Figure 1 presents the overall architecture of the pro-
posed danger detection system based on multimodal and
multilog data. This danger detection technology consists
of MMDA and MLDA modules.

The MMDA module recognizes human activities
by learning and calculating multimodal data (for example,
accelerometer, gyroscope, air pressure, GPS, and heart rate
data) using AHRS, fast Fourier transform (FFT), and
LSTM methodologies. The accelerometer and gyroscope
sensors in a smartphone or smartwatch are used to gather
acceleration and angular velocity values in the x-, y-, and
z-axis directions, respectively. The MMDA module uses
the AHRS to determine the movement orientations of a
smart device (for example, smartphone or smartwatch)
and the LSTM to learn movement orientations and activity
types (for example, walking, lying, and punch). The
MMDA module uses air pressure data to calculate the
smart device’s height, GPS data to calculate the smart
device’s location, and velocity. By detecting abnormal
heart rates from a smartwatch, the MMDA module detects
bodily and mental stress. The MMDA module can recog-
nize the activities of humans based on calculations using
multimodal data. The MMDA is explained in detail in
Section 3.

F I GURE 1 Overall architecture of the proposed danger

detection system based on multimodal and multilog data
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The MLDA module uses human-log analysis (HLA)
and PLA processes to determine whether a situation is
dangerous. The HLA process assesses the dangers of
human activities by comparing activities from one indi-
vidual sequentially or between people in a given area. It
then evaluates whether the recognized activities are reli-
able. The PLA process determines whether a person is in
a safe or dangerous location using place-log data. Place-
log data include place-type information (for example,
gym, restaurant, and crime-ridden area) and crime infor-
mation (for example, crime records and indexes). Follow-
ing a reliability evaluation, PLA compares analyzed
place-log data and recognized activities. It then deter-
mines whether the recognized activities are dangerous.
The MLDA is explained in detail in Section 4.

3 | MMDA

This section details the MMDA module. The MMDA
module’s processes are summarized in Figure 2. The
MMDA module collects sensor data from smartwatches
and smartphones. Smartwatches collect sensor data from
an arm, such as an accelerometer, gyroscope, and heart
rate data. Smartphones collect sensor data from the leg,
such as accelerometer, gyroscope, air pressure, and
GPS data.

Based on sensor data from smartwatches, the
MMDA module can detect arm activities and heart rate
abnormalities. The MMDA module uses the AHRS pro-
cess to calculate acceleration with absolute orientation
and then applies the LSTM process and accelerometer
data from smartwatches and acceleration with absolute
orientation data from the AHRS process to detect arm
activities. The MMDA module also uses an abnormal
heart rate detection process to calculate heart rate
abnormalities.

The MMDA module can detect leg activities and
calculate an individual’s elevation and velocity. The
MMDA module uses the AHRS process to calculate
acceleration with absolute orientation, the FFT to ana-
lyze acceleration in the frequency domain, and the
LSTM process for detecting leg activities. The MMDA
module calculates elevation using a height calculation
process based on air pressure data and longitude and
latitude values by using a location calculation process
based on GPS data. It can then calculate velocity using a
velocity calculation process based on the longitude and
latitude data. The following subsections will detail the
functions in Figure 2.

3.1 | Activity detection using the AHRS
and LSTM based on accelerometer and
gyroscope data

The MMDA module can detect the activities of arms and
legs using the AHRS and LSTM processes based on accel-
erometer and gyroscope data from smartwatches and
smartphones. Accelerometer and gyroscope data contain
accelerations and angular velocities, respectively, in the
x-, y-, and z-axis directions. By calculating accelerations
and angular velocities in the x-, y-, and z-axis directions,
the AHRS process can calculate acceleration with an
absolute orientation. The AHRS process described in this
study was implemented based on Mahony’s AHRS
because it has a shorter execution time compared with
other AHRS methods (for example, Madgwick’s AHRS)
[17]. Mahony’s AHRS calculates the absolute orientation
as a four-dimensional complex (that is, quaternion) based
on the local orientation of an object.

The LSTM process is applied to acceleration values
with absolute orientations calculated by the AHRS
process in the MMDA module to detect arms and legs

F I GURE 2 Processes for the multimodal data analysis (MMDA) module
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activities. The LSTM can solve long-term dependency
problems using memory cells, making it an appropriate
method for classifying activities with patterns [18]. There-
fore, the MMDA module discussed in this paper can
apply LSTM to detect the activities of arms and legs. The
following subsections describe the detection of arm
and leg activities based on datasets taken from previous
studies [12,19]. To avoid overfitting problems as studies
[6,18] did, this study splits the datasets randomly into
training and testing datasets for the LSTM process with a
ratio of 70:30.

The LSTM process in this study is based on two
stacked LSTM cells that were used in Chevalier [6]. The
architecture of the LSTM process is explained in Figure 3.
An LSTM unit (LU) in Figure 3A is a basic functional
block of the LSTM process. The LU generates memory
cell (s) and hidden states (h) at time t using the LU’s
input (x) at time t and feedforwarding s and h at the pre-
vious time t – 1. The LSTM process has two LSTM cells
connected in series (Figure 3B). Each LSTM cell in this
study has 32 LUs. The LSTM process gathers input data
(for example, accelerometer and gyroscope data) from X1

to Xm and generates a predicted activity label bL (for
example, an arm activity or leg activity).

The cross-entropy function with L2 regularization is
used as a cost function in the LSTM process based on
Chevalier [6]. The cost function is defined as follows:

Cost¼�1
n

Xn
i¼1

yiln byið Þf gþ λ
XW
j¼1

w2
j

2
, ð1Þ

where n, yi, byi, λ, W, and wj are the number of activity
labels, the i-th one-hot element of a true activity label,
the probability of the i-th predicted activity label, lambda
value for L2 regularization, number of weights in the
LSTM process, and j-th weight in the LSTM process,
respectively. In this study, the λ is 0.0015. The LSTM pro-
cess updates its weights using an adaptive moment esti-
mation (ADAM) optimizer with a 0.0025 learning rate.

3.1.1 | LSTM with the AHRS and FFT for
detecting arm activities

This section describes the detection of arm activities
based on accelerometer and gyroscope data from Hwang
[12]. One researcher in Hwang [12] collected accelerome-
ter and gyroscope data from wearable sensors attached to
boxing gloves. The accelerometers and gyroscopes in the
wearable sensors captured accelerations and angular
velocities, respectively, in the x, y, and z directions at a
rate of 25 Hz while people wearing the gloves threw

punches, such as a left hook, right hook, left jab, and
right cross. Samples of accelerometer and gyroscope data
for different punch types are shown in Figure 4. The
accelerations in the x, y, and z directions are labeled as
acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z, respectively. The angular veloci-
ties in the x, y, and z directions are labeled as gyr_x,
gyr_y, and gyr_z, respectively.

The AHRS process discussed in this study generates
acceleration values with absolute orientations using
Mahony’s AHRS process [13] based on accelerometer and
gyroscope data. This method was implemented by refer-
ring to a previous study [20].

Figure 5 shows an example of the AHRS process
results based on the data in Figure 4. acc2 is an accelera-
tion value toward gravity, whereas acc0 and acc1 are
accelerations in the x and y directions on a horizontal
plane relative to the direction of gravity, respectively. In
the case of a left hook, negative peaks in acc0 and acc2
follow negative peaks in acc1. In the case of a left jab, the
absolute value of acc0’s negative peak is greater than the
absolute values of the negative peaks in acc1 and acc2. In
the case of a right cross, when acc0 and acc2 have nega-
tive peaks, acc1 has a positive peak. In the case of a right
hook, negative peaks in acc0 and acc2 follow a positive
peak in acc1. acc0, acc1, and acc2 vary depending on the
type of punch (Figure 5). Using acc0, acc1, and acc2 in
the AHRS process, punch types can be distinguished
(Figure 5).

Figure 6 shows accumulated FFT results for accelera-
tion values derived from the AHRS process. The accelera-
tion values (that is, acc0, acc1, and acc2) from the AHRS
process can vary in the frequency domain, and acc2

F I GURE 3 Architecture of long short-term memory (LSTM)

process in this paper
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includes acceleration due to gravity. To investigate arm
movements, we must eliminate the acceleration due to
gravity. Therefore, we generate acc_ver values by remov-
ing acceleration due to gravity from acc2. In the case of a
left hook, acc0 and acc_ver have higher values than acc1
between 0 Hz and 2 Hz. In the case of a left jab, acc0 is
higher than acc1 between 0 Hz and 2 Hz, and acc_ver is
higher than acc1 between 2 Hz and 3 Hz. In the case of a
right cross, acc_ver is higher than acc1 between 2 Hz and
4 Hz, and acc_0 is higher than acc1 overall. In the case of
a right hook, acc_ver is higher than acc1 between 0 Hz
and 2 Hz, and acc0 is higher than acc1 between 1 Hz and
4 Hz. The FFT results for acceleration values from the
AHRS process can be used as criteria to distinguish types
of punches (Figure 6).

We compared the performances of the LSTM process
across dataset types by analyzed arm datasets using the
LSTM process described in Figure 3. The dataset types
considered for LSTM analysis are denoted as Type-A,
Type-B, and Type-C. Datasets for training were gener-
ated based on three-dimensional accelerometer data
(that is, acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z) and gyroscope data
(that is, gyr_x, gyr_y, and gyr_z) from Hwang [12]. The
Type-A dataset included accelerometer data (that is,
acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z) and gyroscope data (that is,
gyr_x, gyr_y, and gyr_z). The Type-B dataset included
accelerometer data (that is, acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z) and
accelerometer data with the AHRS (that is, acc0_ahrs,
acc1_ahrs, and acc2_ahrs). The Type-C dataset included
accelerometer data (that is, acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z),
accelerometer data with the AHRS (that is, acc0_ahrs,
acc1_ahrs, and acc2_ahrs), and FFT results for the accel-
erometer data with the AHRS (that is, acc0_ahrs_fft,
acc1_ahrs_fft, and acc2_ahrs_fft). We extracted 992
datasets of 5 s from the study [12] and then used

F I GURE 4 Samples of accelerometer and gyroscope data

depending on punch types from Hwang [12]

F I GURE 5 Attitude heading reference system (AHRS) results

based on the sample data in Figure 4

F I GURE 6 Accumulated fast Fourier transform (FFT) results

for acceleration values from the attitude heading reference system

(AHRS) process based on the data from Hwang [12]
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Python’s random.shuffle () function to randomly select
762 training datasets and 330 testing datasets. The batch
size for LSTM training was set to 330, and the number
of training epochs was set to 100.

Table 1 compares LSTM performance for different
arm dataset types. The metrics (that is, accuracy, preci-
sion, recall, and F1 score) of LSTM with the Type-B and
Type-C datasets are approximately 0.1% greater than the
metrics of LSTM with the Type-A dataset. LSTM with the
Type-B dataset demonstrates virtually the same perfor-
mance as LSTM with the Type-C dataset.

The time required for training varies depending on
the arm dataset type. The time required for training is an
important factor because more rapid training allows a
model to process more training data simultaneously. As
the number of training data increases, the number of
learned classifications for detecting behavior can be
increased. The training accuracy of LSTM analysis for dif-
ferent dataset types over different numbers of training
epochs is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7A shows that after
20 training epochs, the accuracy values of LSTM analysis
with the Type-A, Type-B, and Type-C datasets are
approximately the same. However, the accuracy varies
depending on the dataset type before 20 training epochs
(Figure 7B). In the case of the training Type-C dataset,
the 7th training epoch yields 90% accuracy, and the 11th
training epoch yields 95% accuracy. In the case of the
Type-B dataset, the 9th training epoch yields 90% accu-
racy, and the 15th training epoch yields 95% accuracy. In
the case of the Type-A dataset, the 10th training epoch
yields 90% accuracy, and the 14th training epoch yields
95% accuracy. Therefore, training with the Type-C
dataset can reduce the time required for training by
approximately 20% compared compared with training
with the Type-A and Type-B datasets.

LSTM with the AHRS and FFT allows us to improve
the performance of detecting arm activities and reduce
the time required for training. The high accuracy and F1
score of LSTM with the AHRS and FFT are highlighted
in Table 1. LSTM with the AHRS and FFT can help
reduce the time required for training (Figure 7). In the
following section, LSTM with the AHRS and FFT will be
used to detect leg activities.

3.1.2 | LSTM with the AHRS and FFT for
detecting leg activities

This section describes the detection of leg activities based
on accelerometer and gyroscope data from a smartphone
in Reyes [19]. A researcher in a previous study [19]
collected accelerometer and gyroscope data from
smartphones attached to the waists of volunteers. The
experiments in Reyes [19] covered activities such as walk-
ing, walking upstairs, walking downstairs, sitting, stand-
ing, and laying. The accelerometer and gyroscope data
from the smartphone were collected at a rate of 50 Hz.
Samples of the accelerometer and gyroscope data based
on the behavior type are shown in Figure 8. The accelera-
tions in the x, y, and z directions are labeled as acc_x,

TAB L E 1 Performance comparisons of LSTM with different arm dataset types

Type of training dataset Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score

Type-A 97.576% 97.593% 97.576% 97.584%

Type-B 98.485% 98.509% 98.485% 98.497%

Type-C 98.485% 98.507% 98.485% 98.496%

Abbreviation: LSTM, long short-term memory.

F I GURE 7 Training accuracy of long short-term memory

(LSTM) analysis based on arm dataset types and different numbers

of training epochs
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acc_y, and acc_z, respectively. Angular velocities in the x,
y, and z directions are labeled as gyr_x, gyr_y, and gyr_z,
respectively.

Figure 9 shows the results of the AHRS process when
using the data from Figure 8, and the accumulated FFT
results for the acceleration values from the AHRS process
are shown in Figure 10. In the cases of walking, walking
upstairs, and walking downstairs, acc_x and acc_y fluctu-
ate (Figure 8). In the cases of sitting, standing, and lay-
ing, acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z are static. Additionally, the
accelerations (that is, acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z) for sitting,
standing, and laying are different. This means that it is
relatively easy to distinguish sitting, standing, and laying
based on acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z values. The acc_2 and
acc_ver values in the time and frequency domains differ
for the cases of walking, walking upstairs, and walking
downstairs (Figures 9 and 10).

We also used LSTM to analyze different leg datasets
by changing the dataset types and comparing the
resulting performances. The dataset types used for LSTM
analysis were Type-A, Type-B, and Type-C. Datasets for
training were generated based on accelerometer data

(that is, acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z) and gyroscope data (that
is, gyr_x, gyr_y, and gyr_z) in three dimensions, which
were taken from Reyes [19]. The Type-A dataset included
accelerometer data (that is, acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z) and
gyroscope data (that is, gyr_x, gyr_y, and gyr_z). The
Type-B dataset included accelerometer data (that is,
acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z) and accelerometer data from the
AHRS process (that is, acc0_ahrs, acc1_ahrs, and
acc2_ahrs). The Type-C dataset included accelerometer
data (that is, acc_x, acc_y, and acc_z), accelerometer data
from the AHRS process (that is, acc0_ahrs, acc1_ahrs,
and acc2_ahrs), and the FFT results for the accelerometer

F I GURE 8 Sample accelerometer and gyroscope data for leg

activities from Reyes [19]

F I GURE 9 Attitude heading reference system (AHRS) results

when using the sample data in Figure 8

F I GURE 1 0 Accumulated fast Fourier transform (FFT)

results for acceleration values from the AHRS process from

Reyes [19]
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data from the AHRS process (that is, acc0_ahrs_fft,
acc1_ahrs_fft, and acc2_ahrs_fft). In the study, we used
7352 training datasets and 2947 testing datasets that were
randomly partitioned [19].

Table 2 summarizes the LSTM performances for
different leg dataset types. The metrics of LSTM with the
Type-B dataset are approximately 5% greater than the
metrics of LSTM with the Type-A dataset. Additionally,
the metrics (that is, accuracy, precision, recall, and F1
score) of LSTM with the Type-C dataset are approxi-
mately 8% greater than the metrics of LSTM with the
Type-A dataset.

The time required for training also varies depending
on the leg dataset type. The accuracy values of LSTM
analysis for different dataset types over different numbers
of training epochs are shown in Figure 11. In the case of
the Type-A dataset, the 21st training epoch yields 90%
accuracy and the 24th training epoch yields 95% accu-
racy. In the case of the Type-B dataset, the 8th training
epoch yields 90% accuracy, and the 13th training epoch
yields 95% accuracy. In the case of the Type-C dataset,
the 10th training epoch yields 90% accuracy, and the 13th
training epoch yields 95% accuracy. Therefore, compared
with the Type-A dataset, training time can be reduced
by approximately 50% by using the Type-B or Type-C
datasets.

LSTM with the AHRS and FFT allows us to improve
the performance of detecting leg activities and reduce the
time required for training. The high accuracy and F1
score of LSTM with the AHRS and FFT are highlighted
in Table 2. LSTM with the AHRS and FFT can reduce the
time required for training (Figure 11).

3.2 | Activity recognition based on
sensor data calculations

Simple sensor data calculations can be used to detect
activities. For example, calculations of heart rate, air pres-
sure, and GPS data enable the MMDA module to detect
human activities (Figure 2). Low or high heart rates can
indicate abnormalities in human health or scenarios. If
someone is in poor health or in an unusual situation, their
heart rate can increase or decrease rapidly. The range of

normal heart rate values varies depending on age, gender,
and health status. Averaging heart rate values collected
over time can be used to calculate this range.

As discussed in Stone [21], air pressure data can
be used to calculate altitude or elevation. Elevation
transitions indicate ascending or descending movements.
If an individual’s elevation increases, it can be concluded
that they are moving in an ascending direction.

GPS data can be used to derive movements, as dis-
cussed in Jiménez-Meza et al. [22]. GPS data are made up
of latitude and longitude values. Transitions in GPS data
indicate movement velocity and directions.

Various types of sensors have been developed, and
many can be used to recognize human activities. For
example, a magnetic sensor can be useful for calculating
the exact directions of movements. Additionally, recent
smartwatches are equipped with blood pressure and elec-
trocardiogram (ECG) sensors. Blood pressure and ECG
data include additional information regarding human
health and scenarios compared with simple heart
rate data.

4 | MLDA

As shown in Figure 1, the MLDA module is composed of
an HLA and a PLA process. By analyzing recognized
activities in conjunction with multilog data representing

TAB L E 2 Performance of LSTM for different leg dataset types

Type of training dataset Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score

Type-A 80.964% 82.991% 80.964% 81.007%

Type-B 85.952% 86.442% 85.952% 85.953%

Type-C 89.175% 89.300% 89.175% 89.108%

Abbreviation: LSTM, long short-term memory.

F I GURE 1 1 Training accuracy of long short-term memory

(LSTM) analysis based on leg dataset type over different numbers of

training epochs
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long-term contextual states, the MLDA module can
detect dangerous situations accurately. However, the
MMDA module cannot recognize human activity directly
because it analyzes instantaneous data. For example, the
accelerometer and gyroscope data from a dropped
smartphone are similar to those from a smartphone
attached to a falling individual. Therefore, the MMDA
module may misjudge a dropped smartphone as someone
falling. If data are analyzed with long-term contextual
states, the misjudgment of dangerous situations can be
reduced. This section discusses the processes used for
analyzing MMDA results with long-term contextual
states.

This study provides methods for the MLDA module
to help evaluate the danger of a situation using HLA and
PLA processes. HLA and PLA processes help to deter-
mine whether the activities are dangerous by analyzing
human-log and place-log data. For example, if punch
activities are detected in a boxing gym by using the
MMDA module, the MLDA module can conclude that
the punch activities are not dangerous by using the PLA
process. The methodologies for evaluating dangers using
the HLA and PLA processes are expressed in Sections 4.1
and 4.2. However, this study does not provide detailed
parameters for evaluating dangerous situations. When
the proposed technology is implemented, operators (for
example, police departments) of the proposed danger
detection technologies can set detailed parameters for
evaluating dangerousness. The following subsections will
detail the HLA process and PLA process.

4.1 | HLA process

The HLA process analyzes human activities with long-
term contextual states. Human activities are recognized
activities from the MMDA module. The HLA process
includes sequential and cluster analysis.

Sequential analysis is a type of analysis that compares
recognized activities from one individual in a particular
order. Sequential analysis is used to assess whether spe-
cific activities repeat over a certain duration (for example,
one minute). Park et al. of a previous study [23] classified
activity types into Still (that is, staying still without large
movements), Walk, Run, Defensive Arm (that is, an
action of an arm for defending oneself), Offensive Arm
(that is, an action of an arm for attacking someone),
Offensive Leg (that is, an action of a leg for attacking
someone), Collision (that is, an action of an arm or leg
when someone is hit), and Fall. If the activities of Defen-
sive Arm, Offensive Arm, Offensive Leg, and Collision
are repeated over a certain duration, we can conclude
that those activities indicate dangerous situations. In the

case of Fall, if this activity is detected and Still is continu-
ously detected, the detected Fall indicates a dangerous
situation.

Cluster analysis is a type of analysis used to compare
recognized activities from multiple people in a certain
area. If particular activities are detected by multiple indi-
viduals, the detected activities can be judged as danger-
ous activities. For example, if the MMDA module detects
two Aggressive Arm activities from different individuals
in close proximity, then these activities could represent a
conflict. Operators of the proposed danger detection tech-
nologies can set detailed parameters (for example, the
duration for sequential analysis and the size of a cluster
for cluster analysis) to evaluate dangers by using the
HLA process.

4.2 | PLA process

The PLA process analyzes human activities in conjunc-
tion with the long-term contextual states of places. Place-
log data include place-type information (for example,
boxing gym and crime-ridden area) and crime informa-
tion (for example, crime records and crime-risk indexes)
for different locations. Place-log data are important for
judging whether recognized activities from the HLA pro-
cess indicate dangerous situations. For example, if
punches are detected in a boxing gym, then the detected
punches do not imply a dangerous situation. However, if
punches are detected in a crime-ridden area, then the
detected punches may imply a dangerous situation. The
PLA judges whether recognized activities are dangerous
by comparing location information (that is, GPS data),
place information, and movement patterns. Therefore,
the PLA process includes place information-based and
movement-pattern-based analysis.

The place information-based analysis is used to
identify danger based on known information regarding
different places. This information can be place-type
information or crime information. Digital maps such as
Google map typically provide place-type information,
which represents a place (for example, restaurant, hotel,
grocery store, bar, or gym). Crime information is col-
lected from police information databases, such as PredPol
and GeoPros. Crime information includes crime records
and the crime-risk indexes of places. Place information-
based analysis matches place information with recog-
nized activities from HLA. If HLA detects that the
punches of someone are located in a gym by using GPS
data, then place information-based analysis can judge
that the punching represents an exercise in a gym.
Additionally, if heart rate data from a smartwatch
cannot be collected in a crime-ridden area, then place
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information-based analysis can be used to identify
potentially dangerous situations.

By comparing locations and major movement routes
over time, movement pattern-based analysis is used to
judge danger. By accumulating and averaging location
information over time, major movement routes over
time can be derived. The movement pattern-based analy-
sis compares main movement routes and current loca-
tion information. If someone suddenly runs off from the
main movement route, movement pattern-based analysis
can determine that the individual is in a dangerous situ-
ation. Additionally, if heart rate data cannot be collected
in a house at night, the movement pattern-based analy-
sis may judge that a user has simply removed their
smartwatch and is ready to sleep. Operators of the
proposed danger detection technologies can set detailed
parameters (for example, parameters for calculating
major movement routes) to evaluate danger using the
PLA process.

5 | CONCLUSION

This study proposed a technology for detecting danger
based on multimodal and multilog data. This danger
detection technology consists of MMDA and MLDA.
MMDA collects and analyzes multimodal data (for exam-
ple, accelerometer, gyroscope, heart rate, air pressure,
and GPS sensor data) from smartphones and
smartwatches and then recognizes human activities. We
used the AHRS, FFT, and LSTM for MMDA and demon-
strated improved performance (for example, accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1 score) for recognizing activities.
MLDA judges the danger of recognized activities from
MMDA. We proposed an MLDA module that includes
HLA and PLA processes. HLA includes sequential and
cluster analysis, and PLA includes place information-
based analysis and movement-pattern-based analysis.
Therefore, by facilitating accurate danger detection, the
proposed technology can reduce damage caused by
dangerous situations, thereby improving public safety.
Future work will focus on improving MLDA performance
and implementing enhanced danger detection technology
using MMDA and MLDA.
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